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Temperature and strain monitoring will be implemented in the envisioned French geological repository for high- and
intermediate-level long-lived nuclear wastes. Raman and Brillouin scatterings in optical fibers are efficient industrial methods
to provide distributed temperature and strain measurements. Gamma radiation and hydrogen release from nuclear wastes
can however affect the measurements. An industrial qualification process is successfully proposed and implemented. Induced
measurement uncertainties and their physical origins are quantified. The optical fiber composition influence is assessed. Based
on radiation-hard fibers and carbon-primary coatings, we showed that the proposed system can provide accurate temperature
and strain measurements up to 0.5 MGy and 100% hydrogen concentration in the atmosphere, over 200 m distance range. The
selected system was successfully implemented in the Andra underground laboratory, in one-to-one scale mockup of future cells,
into concrete liners. We demonstrated the efficiency of simultaneous Raman and Brillouin scattering measurements to provide
both strain and temperature distributed measurements. We showed that 1.3 μm working wavelength is in favor of hazardous
environment monitoring.

1. Introduction

Distributed optical fiber sensors (OFSs) [1–3] are a key tech-
nology for the monitoring of the planned French deep geo-
logical repository for long-lived high-level and intermediate-
level wastes, called Cigéo. Temperature and strain distributed
sensing based on Raman, Rayleigh, and Brillouin scatter-
ings offer exceptional advantages over traditional electronic
sensors, especially as they provide distributed data over the
entire structure and thus overcome limitations of traditional
sensors, whose information is restricted to local effects.

This paper focuses on temperature and strain distributed
sensing based on Raman and Brillouin scatterings in optical
fibers for structural health monitoring, more precisely for

nuclear industry. Although commercial off-the-shelf sensors
and interrogation units are numerous, the global measuring
chain may provide disappointing monitoring results to the
end-users, unless a number of considerations specific to
nuclear environments are taken into account. These are
further developed within this paper, with an emphasis on
environmental conditions influence, especially (i) tempera-
ture, (ii) gamma rays, and (iii) hydrogen influences.

Andra’s (French National Radioactive Waste Man-
agement Agency) potential applications include surface
and deep geological radioactive waste disposal structure
monitoring, for instance within the future geological
repository that would contain highly instrumented disposal
cells. Intermediate-level long-lived waste cells are presently
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designed as 400 m long tunnels, with a 1 m thick concrete
liner, placed 500 m deep in a clay rock called Callovian-
Oxfordian formation.

Monitoring aims at preserving retrievability of nuclear
wastes, assessing long-term safety, enabling optimization
of structures all along the exploitation which is expected
to last a century. A major specification of the geological
repository monitoring system is durability, required to last
up to a century, despite hazardous conditions: gamma rays
and hydrogen release. Because of high gamma radiation
doses, disposal cells are not accessible as soon as exploitation
starts, and the first nuclear waste package is placed inside
the disposal cell. This implies the monitoring system to
be robust for decades without any maintenance. OFS are
a robust technology known to handle radiations quite
well. Durability is also ensured thanks to their ability to
perform remote sensing, which enables maintenance of
optoelectronic instruments. Finally, OFSs are very attractive
for their small size and varied external coatings, which limits
the preferential flow paths and reduces invasiveness, a highly
important aspect to avoid affecting the long-term safety of
the geological repository for nuclear wastes.

For these attractive advantages, Andra drives many
research studies on distributed temperature and strain sens-
ing with optical fiber sensors. To ensure measurement
quality and lifetime of the global monitoring system, Andra
has implemented a qualification procedure, which will be
presented in the first part of the paper. Previous reported
results gathered within this qualification process will be
recalled. The second part focuses on recent results: field test
where temperature compensation of strain measurements,
based on combined Brillouin and Raman scatterings, was
successfully implemented. The third part presents research
results on hazardous condition influences on both Brillouin
and Raman scatterings as a function of optical fiber types. We
conclude with a recommendation on the optimized sensing
system for our application.

2. Qualification Procedure and
Previous Results

2.1. Qualification Procedure. The outstanding properties of
optical fiber sensors drove major interest in structural health
monitoring applications. Nevertheless, it is important to
notice that optical fiber and optical installation practices
used in telecommunications and other industries are signif-
icantly different from nuclear constraints and applications,
which may be far less tolerant.

Moreover, optical fiber sensing systems presently suffer
from a lack of standardization of claimed performances.
Dedicated qualification processes are not defined yet. Andra
has implemented a multistage qualification procedure for
each selected measurement chain. For OFS, it was chosen
to study both sensing cables and optoelectronic instruments
separately before pairing such elements and focusing on data
processing.

The described overall process is inspired from [4]. Global
test sequence includes four stages.

Stage one consists in acquiring in-depth knowledge of
the sensing technology, engineering solutions, and prac-
tical implementation constraints. It aims at selecting the
technologies best suited to the specific requirements of
monitoring the geological repositories for long-lived nuclear
wastes. When off-the-shelf sensing chain performances do
not fulfil requirements, Andra initiates research programs. It
has been the case for distributed optical fiber sensing system
whose results are presented in this paper.

Stage two consists in carrying out laboratory tests,
under fully supervised and/or controlled environmental
conditions, to qualify the sensitive component and assess the
complete measurement chain performances. Sensors are
tested alone, then embedded in the host material of interest.

Stage three consists in outdoor tests, to evaluate field
implementation influence. At this stage, the sensing chain is
preserved from hazardous conditions, extreme temperature,
or gamma rays. Unexpected influence of various parameters
might thus be revealed.

The fourth stage involves hardening in view of the appli-
cation environmental conditions. In the envisioned French
geological repository, temperature would range from 20◦C to
90◦C. Gamma radiation rates reach 1 Gy/h, total dose 107 Gy.
Hydrogen release is also expected; its maximum levels could
approach 100% hydrogen content in the atmosphere.

2.2. Previous Results. This qualification methodology has
been implemented for distributed temperature and strain
sensing.

Andra selected Raman scattering to perform distributed
temperature measurements, as it is the most advanced
technology with superior temperature sensitivity, better than
0.1◦C [5]. Andra selected Brillouin scattering for distributed
strain sensing, since interferometric measurements are in
favor of durability. The first three stages of the qualification
procedure, laboratory tests, and preliminary outdoor tests
were reported in [6]. Two remaining questions were to be
addressed to end the qualification procedure.

First, how to compensate for Brillouin scattering temper-
ature sensitivity? The Brillouin frequency shifts are known
to be proportional to temperature (ΔT) and strain (ε)
variations as in (1) [7]:

ΔνB = CTΔT + Cεε. (1)

CT and Cε are characteristics of the optical fiber type. At the
operating wavelength (1550 nm), for standard G652 single-
mode fiber, CT and Cε are in the order of 1 MHz/◦C and
0.05 MHz/με [8]. Instruments based on Brillouin scattering
would perform either temperature or strain measurements;
strain is 20 times less influent than temperature. A solution to
decorrelate strain from temperature is detailed in Section 3.

Second, what are hydrogen and gamma rays influences
on Raman and Brillouin scatterings? Quantitative evaluation
of such influence as a function of optical fiber types is
presented in Section 4. Based on these various evaluations, a
last paragraph predicts lifetime of the optical fiber geological
repository monitoring system, anticipating strain and tem-
perature measurements uncertainties and distance range.
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3. Tunnel Liner Instrumentation: Strain
Measurement Temperature Compensation

Andra has created an Underground Research Laboratory
to evaluate the constructability, safety, and reversibility of
the potential radioactive waste disposal in the Callovian-
Oxfordian clay stones. A multidisciplinary program is imple-
mented in this 500 m underground structure. The “retaining
and covering observation experiment” is taking place into
a dedicated gallery with a concrete liner (Figure 1), similar
with intermediate-level long-lived waste disposal cells. Its
purpose is to evaluate several monitoring solutions. This
experiment integrates onfield constrains (drilling environ-
ment, dust, and operational phases with limited intervention
time) and a representative experiment in view of future
geological repository (one-to-one scale, specific rock in its
natural location).

3.1. Instrumented Structure. The gallery is 5 m in diameter
with a 50 cm thick concrete liner. Many parameters were
monitored in both clay stones and covering concrete: tem-
perature, strain, water content, and interstitial fluid pressure.

One section of the concrete liner was instrumented
with collocated fiber optic sensing cables whose picture is
illustrated in Figure 2.

Andra had previously tested Raman temperature sensing
into single-mode fibers in a surface building slab. This
test highlighted the great sensitivity of Raman scattering in
single-mode fiber to curvature, which can poorly be avoided
in civil engineering structures [9]. This is why two different
sensing lines were implemented: multimode fibers were used
for Raman temperature monitoring and single-mode fibers
were installed for Brillouin strain sensing. More precisely,
we used three different sensing cables, two for Brillouin
measurements, composed of G652 and G657 fiber types to
evaluate curvature sensitivity, and one for Raman sensing.
The three cables were placed redundantly so that, finally, six
sensing arches were embedded inside the concrete liner.

In order to ensure accurate positioning and maintaining
during concrete pouring, sensing cables were attached to a
thin piece of wire mesh, spitted on the retaining concrete.

Measurements were remotely performed every 15 min-
utes by commercially available instruments, a Brillouin
OTDA (optical time-domain analyser) and a Raman dis-
tributed temperature sensing (DTS). Both devices were set
at 0.5 m spatial resolution.

Instruments were located in another gallery of the under-
ground laboratory. The full sensing line is approximately
500 m, with only 20 m embedded inside the concrete liner.

Electronics sensors, such as vibrating wire extensometers
and platinium probes, were colocated with optical fiber
sensors.

3.2. Results of Early Age Monitoring. The gallery liner was
constructed in 2 steps. First, the bottom part (inverted arch)
concrete was poured. One month after, the second arch
completed the liner.

Figure 1: Scheme of gallery instrumentation by distributed sensing
and picture of the gallery 6 months after liner casting.

Raman 

Gallery axis

Brillouin

Spit

Figure 2: Picture of optical fiber cables installed on a gallery
circumference, before concrete casting.

One from the six sensing lines got damaged during
construction. We did not observe any advantage of G652
compared with G657 on the strain measurement quality.

During concrete hardening, an exothermal chemical
reaction takes place. Consequently, temperature increases
and Brillouin frequency shifts. Thermal expansion of con-
crete induces strain on the optical fiber cable, which also
increases Brillouin frequency. Temperature measurement
acquired by Raman sensing lines (left y axis) and raw
Brillouin frequency (right y axis) are illustrated in Figure 3.

To provide useful information, concrete thermal expan-
sion must be differentiated from the parameters of interest:
strain induced by stress, creep, and shrinkage, noted εcomp

(comp. stands for “compensated”). If αconcrete is the concrete
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Figure 3: Raman temperature measurement and Brillouin fre-
quency shift during concrete hardening.

thermal expansion coefficient, temperature-compensated
strain can be obtained following equation (2):

εcomp = ΔνB
Cε

− (CT + αconcreteCε) · ΔT
Cε

. (2)

Embedded and instrumented concrete samples [10] enabled
in situ measurement of αconcrete = 10με/◦C. Assuming
CT = 1 MHz/◦C and Cε= 0.05 MHz/με, we obtained the
compensated strain measurements plotted in Figure 4.

The 150 μm/m compressive strain measured is the con-
sequence of the early-age shrinkage of concrete. This value is
fully consistent with the one measured by the vibrating wire
extensometers placed nearby the optical fibers.

Uncertainties were evaluated analyzing 24 repeated mea-
surements acquired during 6 h (inset Figure 4). Such analysis
has been repeated. We obtain uncertainty in the order of
30 μm/m, which corresponds to the Brillouin instrument
performance. Temperature uncertainty was better than 0.2◦C
in the Raman sensing line (Figure 3). The Raman-Brillouin
compensation method does not increase the initial strain and
temperature measuring system uncertainties.

Our results were obtained with 500 m distance range and
a 0.5 m spatial resolution. Similar experiments of Raman
temperature compensated Brillouin strain measurements
reported 3.6◦C and 80 μm/m repeatability with 5 m resolu-
tion [11].

This method also enables long-term monitoring. Con-
crete liner strain evolution has been acquired all along
construction steps; measurements will go on in the next
years to acquire as much information as possible before the
repository construction.

An advantage of distributed measurements provided by
optical fibers is illustrated in Figure 5. In this gallery, covering
concrete is not reinforced (no steel bar). Tensile strain
zones were identified and precisely located by distributed
measurements at locations where there was no electronic
sensor.

As conclusion, a sensing scheme combining Raman and
Brillouin instruments with multiple sensing cables is a
promising solution for performing simultaneous tempera-
ture and strain monitoring.
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Figure 4: Processed data: temperature compensated strain acquired
during concrete pouring (x axis is dates, from October to November
2011).
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Figure 5: Compensated strain reported on section after arch cons-
truction.

This real-scale experiment demonstrates that a Raman-
Brillouin temperature and strain sensing is very well suited
for underground tunnel monitoring. It also appeared that
chosen optical fiber cables were robust enough to put up with
construction conditions.

4. Compatibility with Future
Hazardous Environments

Nuclear waste repository is a challenging environment due
to the presence of gamma radiations which is known
to degrade the optical properties of fibers through three
different phenomena [12]: radiation-induced attenuation
(RIA) decreases fiber transmission efficiency, radiation-
induced emission (RIE) decreases signal-to-noise ratio and
compaction changes refractive index (especially for very high
particle fluences or doses).

The amplitudes and kinetics of these changes depend on
many parameters, among which are dose rates, total doses,
optical fiber type, and operating wavelength.
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Figure 6: Overview of typical applications as a function of total
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As illustrated in Figure 6, in Andra geological repository,
doses rates are moderate; however, after 100 years of
monitoring in the vicinity of high-level wastes structure cells,
total doses will reach 107 Gy.

4.1. Gamma Influence on Brillouin Scattering. It has been
demonstrated on standard G652 fibers that there is a limited
influence of gamma rays on the Brillouin frequency at least
up to doses of 100 kGy [14]. To evaluate possible influence at
total doses corresponding to our application, we performed
in situ [15] and postmortem gamma-ray irradiation tests in
different classes of fibers.

Gamma-ray irradiations were performed at room tem-
perature using the Brigitte facility, cobalt-60 source, at SCK-
CEN (Belgium) [16], with a dose rate of ∼28 kGy·h−1.

We selected our samples among the most commonly
used fibers, like the SMF28 from Corning, since almost all
commercially available Brillouin instruments are designed to
operate with this type of fibers. Thus, the first selected fiber
was the step-index fiber SMF28 from Corning. In view of
the geological repository monitoring requiring high gamma
dose tolerance, we selected a fluorine-doped cladding, pure
silica-core fiber. The fiber has a 5 μm core radius and a 40 μm
cladding radius with a fluorine concentration of 1.25% mol.
Finally, to evaluate the influence of high concentrations
of dopants, we tested a highly GeO2-doped core fiber at
28% mol concentration with a core radius of 1.4 μm and
a pure silica cladding with radius of 62.5 μm (HGe in the
following).

As expected and detailed in Table 1, measured RIA levels
are important at the high doses (up to 107 Gy), with a factor
up to 4 between the RIA measured for the two extreme cases.
The most tolerant fiber, the F-doped fiber, quickly saturates,
at a moderate dose level of 5 MGy, at RIA level around
50 dB/km. Impact on distance range is discussed later.

For the dose range corresponding to geological reposi-
tory application, measured central Brillouin frequencies also
shifted (BFS) with dose, whatever the considered optical fiber

types. Main parameters of the Brillouin spectrum are listed
in Table 1 as well as their changes with dose. Unlike SMF28
and HGe fiber, a clear saturation in the Brillouin frequency
shift (ΔνB) occurs at ∼2 MGy for the F-doped fiber. This
saturation effect is of major interest for the target application
where expected doses largely exceed this saturation level
dose. Moreover, for this fiber, Brillouin frequency shift
remains small, in the order of 2 MHz, which corresponds to
2◦C measurement error or 40 μm/m. On the opposite, 18◦C
temperature measurement error would occur if HGe fiber
was selected.

Strain and temperature sensing based on Brillouin scat-
tering involves both the central Brillouin frequency measure-
ment and hypothesis on calibration coefficients (Cε, CT) (see
(1)). These calibration coefficients might also be impacted
by radiation. To our knowledge, it is the first time radiation
influence on these parameters is evaluated.

No significant effect of radiations on CT could be
observed for the SMF28 and HGe fibers (Figure 7). For the F-
doped fiber, a decrease of about 6% was noted in the CT coef-
ficient after a deposited dose of 107 Gy. Cε strain coefficients
do not seem to depend on received gamma dose, whatever
the fiber type. As a conclusion, gamma impact on calibration
factors would increase measurement uncertainties by few
percent only.

As a conclusion, radiation effects on the performances
of strain and temperature Brillouin scattering based optical
fiber sensors have been deeply investigated for different
classes of optical fibers. There is a strong influence of the
core composition. Thus, optical fiber type should be carefully
chosen to ensure durability of the monitoring system.

The presented tests are relevant since it is well known
that higher dose rates increase RIA; thus, results overestimate
degradations that will endure the geological repository
monitoring system.

Fluorine-doped pure-silica core fibers are able to handle
dose rates and total doses during one century of monitoring
within the geological repository. Strain and temperature
measurement uncertainties would slightly degrade. The
most impacting radiation effect is RIA. Since optoelectronic
instrument optical budget is in the order of 10 dB, distance
range would be reduced down to 200 m for the F-doped fiber
after a century of monitoring. It suits requirements as (i)
high-level long-lived waste (HLW) disposal cell will be 40
to 100 m long and (ii) in 400 m intermediate-level long-lived
waste storage cell, doses are greatly reduced.

On the opposite, with SMF28 fiber, distributed sensing
would be compromised after only a decade of monitoring
along 100 m of HLW disposal cell, instead of the required
century.

We focused our study on the response at the 1550 nm
wavelength since it is the commercial instrument working
wavelength. However, a global optimization of the entire sys-
tem must also consider this parameter as a possible variable.
Initially, optical losses are slightly more important in pristine
optical fibers at the 1310 nm wavelength compared to the
ones reported at 1550 nm. Yet, after a 10 MGy dose, the fibers
exhibit lower propagation losses at 1310 nm; for instance,
23 dB/km versus 56 dB/km at 1550 nm for the fluorine fiber.
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Table 1: Summary of radiation-induced attenuations and Brillouin frequency shifts.

νB0 (MHz) Dose (MGy) 1.1 3 5.5 7.82 10

SMF 28 10843
RIA (dB/km) 84.8 147 186 214 253

ΔνB (MHz) 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0

HGe fiber 9276
RIA (dB/km) 270 324 406

ΔνB (MHz) 9.6 13.3 17.8

F-fiber 11050
RIA (dB/km) 25 38 51 54 56
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Figure 7: Temperature (CT-up) and strain (Cε-down) Brillouin
calibration coefficients, with received gamma dose for the three
optical fiber types.

4.2. Hydrogen Influence on Brillouin Scattering. As intro-
duced previously, for nuclear waste repository instrumenta-
tion, hydrogen influence must also be quantified.

Hydrogen originates from (i) nuclear waste release
and (ii) anoxic corrosion of metallic materials. Although
hydrogen releases are expected small (in the order of
430 mmol/hour release for each intermediate-level nuclear
waste), when ventilation stops with cell closure, concentra-
tions would slowly yet regularly increase. Its maximum levels

could approach 100% hydrogen content in the atmosphere
in few months.

The chosen samples were the same F-doped and HGe
fibers used for radiation studies. A G652 from iXFiber
company was chosen as a reference. It is composed of a
GeO2-doped core fiber at 3.4 mol% concentration with a
4.6 μm radius and a pure silica cladding with radius 62.5 μm.

The optical fibers were placed inside autoclave chambers,
where molecular hydrogen pressure was maintained at 150
bars and temperature was regulated at 25◦C. With such
conditions, hydrogen concentrations into the optical fiber
core reach more than 95% of the saturation level in the fiber
core after 330 h (around 13 days).

Selected pressure condition accelerates hydrogen dif-
fusion. We also performed measurement during natural
hydrogen release at the end of the experiment: 16 days (versus
13 days under pressure) were required for exposed optical
fibers to retrieve their original characteristics.

During hydrogen loading, samples were removed from
autoclave regularly to perform measurements: distributed
Brillouin scattering and absorption losses on a large wave-
length span, from 1.1 μm to 1.56 μm.

Measured spectral attenuations confirmed three absorp-
tion bands appear in the attenuation spectra of exposed
optical fibers, the most important at 1245 nm and two
smaller at 1165 nm and 1130 nm, consistently with [17].
Losses reached 70 dB/km (resp. 50 dB/km) at saturation at
1550 nm (resp. 1310 nm). Standard Brillouin instruments
have optical budget in the order of 10 dB. As a result, in
instrumented disposal cells for long-lived nuclear wastes,
maximal distance range would significantly diminish with
the increase of hydrogen content in the atmosphere, from the
kilometer range down to one hundred meters. Improvement
could be expected if working wavelength was tuned down to
1.3 μm.

Brillouin spectra before and after hydrogen exposure are
illustrated in Figure 8 for the G652 fiber.

Brillouin scattering is modified by hydrogen content in
optical fibers. On top of reduced amplitude, Brillouin scat-
tering shifts towards high frequencies. This shift is somewhat
linear and reaches 21 MHz at saturation for the G652 and
the F-doped fibers, 18 MHz for the HGe fiber. Assuming
standard coefficients (CT = 1 MHz/◦C, Cε = 0.05 MHz/με),
such a shift would induce an error in temperature (resp.
strain) measurement in the order of 21◦C (resp. 420 μm/m).

Fluorine fiber is revealed to be more sensitive to
small and moderate hydrogen contents than other fibers.
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At saturation, F-doped fiber and G652 are similar; HGe fiber
is slightly less impacted. Further work is required to conclude
if dopant type, internal stress, or defect concentrations are
the major cause, or if differences are induced by different
diffusion rates.

This result is not in favor of the application requirements
since the F-doped fiber was the only sample which could
endure radiations. In view of our application, we tested
carbon coating which is known to prevent hydrogen migra-
tion into silica [18]. Samples endured the same hydrogen
exposure. As detailed in [19], carbon coating of G652
fibers proved to be fully efficient since neither variation of
propagation losses nor Brillouin frequency shift could be
detected along these samples.

As a conclusion, an F-doped fiber with carbon coating
is mandatory for the monitoring of the future geological
repository where there will be both gamma radiation and
hydrogen release.

4.3. Gamma Influence on Raman Sensing. Unlike Brillouin
sensing which is wavelength encoded, for Raman sensing
phenomena, RIA not only degrades distance range, but also
induces measurement error. Indeed, temperature values are
obtained by taking the ration of the two Raman components
(Antistokes and Stokes) as detailed in (3) [20, 21]:

IAS
IS
=
(
λS
λAS

)4

exp
(−h∗ Δν

k ∗ T(z)
−
∫ z

0
[αAS(ξ)− αS(ξ)]dξ

)
,

(3)

where λAS and λS are Raman Antistokes and Stokes wave-
lengths, Δυ = 13.2 THz for silica, h is the Planck’s constant, c
is the speed of light in vacuum, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T
is the temperature of the optical fiber, and α refers to
propagation losses.
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Figure 9: Temperature measurements based on Raman scattering
in OM4 and radiation-hard fibers, pristine, and irradiated samples
placed in an oven at 50◦C.

Gamma radiation induces differential losses at Stokes
and Antistokes wavelengths, which then induce temperature
measurement errors, consistently with (3), as detailed in
[20, 21]. Promoted solutions were to use double-ended
configuration (closed loop).

However, single-ended arrangement (open loop) suits
geological repository specification much better since (i)
waste disposal cells are not always accessible at both ends and
(ii) ability to perform measurements up to breaking points is
important for durability in the order of a century. This is why
we turned towards single-ended configuration and chose to
focus on radiation-hard optical fibers.

Multimode silica-based fibers with 50 μm core diameters
were selected: standard (OM4 type) and radiation-hard
fibers. Two samples were extracted from each optical fiber
coil; one has been left pristine, the second sample has been
irradiated.

We used a Co source at a dose rate of 0.65 kGy/h. A
67 kGy total dose was deposited in two steps. Postmortem
temperature measurements were performed on pristine and
irradiated samples of the two optical fiber types, placed
inside a climatic chamber. Results are illustrated in Figure 9
for the 50◦C temperature step.

Temperature measurements performed on standard pris-
tine fiber matches imposed oven temperature (50◦C) with a
1◦C shift. Once irradiated, large measurement errors appear;
error increases with distance, up to 10◦C error cumulated
in 20 m. OTDR (optical time-domain reflectometer) mea-
surements revealed 80 dB/km at 850 nm and 21 dB/km at
1300 nm. As shown in Figure 9, raw data may be processed
to take into account this 0.06 dB/m differential loss value,
applying (3). It limits significantly temperature error, but
linear drift still remains. Since Raman instrument works at
1064 nm, propagation losses measurements should rather be
performed at the real Stokes and Antistokes wavelengths,
1110 nm and 1020 nm. It will be performed in a near future.
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Pristine as well as irradiated radiation hard-fiber samples
provide successful temperature measurements (Figure 9),
however, with poor accuracy, in the order of 3◦C.

We increased irradiation dose. Second irradiation run
was performed in MOL facilities, simultaneously with single-
mode fibers. It consisted in gamma rays, with a dose of
1,5 kGy/h during 341 hours. Total dose of 551,5 kGy was thus
deposited on top of the previous 67 kGy, which provided
618 kGy. Sample was submitted to temperature changes,
23◦C, 40◦C, 50◦C, and 60◦C. As illustrated in Figure 10,
temperature sensing remains possible even after 0.6∗ 107 Gy
value that approaches a hundred years of monitoring in the
geological repository.

Similarly, with the pristine radiation-hard fiber, temper-
ature measurement quality is poor, degraded by (i) a bias
to the oven temperature value and (ii) a linear drift that
increases with distance. This linear error is positive, whereas
it was negative for standard fiber. Indeed, measured losses
at 850 nm and 1300 nm were, respectively, 51 dB/km and
74 dB/km (larger at 1300 nm); thus, differential losses are
opposite to previous case.

4.4. Hydrogen Influence on Raman Scattering. Hydrogen
influence on Raman distributed temperature sensing has
been described in the literature [22] and is expected to
induce differential losses, thus temperature reading errors
similar with radiation effects. Based on hydrogen tests
performed with single-mode fibers (Section 4.2), Andra will
supply carbon-coated multimode radiation-hard fibers in
the future.

4.5. Discussion. In order to predict distributed temperature
and strain measurement performances in the future geolog-
ical repository for long-lived nuclear waste, we considered
separately gamma radiation and hydrogen influences on Bril-
louin and Raman scatterings in various optical fiber types.

However, combined influence of hydrogen and radiation is
expected to be in favor of measuring performances [23].
Presented results are worst cases.

Carbon coating should also be in favor of radiation toler-
ance.

Temperature, in the order of 90◦C in the vicinity of high-
level waste disposal cell, will accelerate hydrogen diffusion in
optical fibers [24]; for ease of manipulation, pressure, instead
of temperature, was used in the test. Equivalence will need to
be checked.

Tests on radiation influence on Raman sensing were lim-
ited to postmortem measurements. These preliminary results
will be augmented with on-line measurements on hydrogen-
loaded carbon-coated radiation-hard fiber. Spectral trans-
mission measurements will also be included to take full
advantage of the compensation model.

5. Conclusion

We developed a strategy to design a durable monitoring
system for nuclear structures, based on truly-distributed
optical fiber sensors.

We demonstrated Brillouin strain measurement can be
efficiently compensated from temperature influence instal-
ling a parallel sensing line paired with a Raman instrument.

State-of-the-art results on gamma and hydrogen influ-
ences on Rayleigh, Raman, and Brillouin scatterings were
obtained. Fluorine-doped pure-silica-core fibers coated with
carbon will be mandatory to handle high gamma dose
(107 Gy) and hydrogen release in the vicinity of high-level
long-lived waste disposal cells. After a century of moni-
toring based on Brillouin scattering, maximal range would
decrease down to a hundred meter but strain measurement
uncertainty should remain stable. With other fiber types or
primary coatings, large strain measurement errors would
ruin the monitoring system reliability.

To reduce hydrogen and radiation influences, a signifi-
cant future improvement could be achieved by choosing the
operating wavelength at 1.3 μm instead of 1.55 μm.

We showed that radiation-hard fibers enabled single-end
Raman measurements up to 0.6 MGy; however, temperature
measurement uncertainty, presently in the order of few
degrees, must be improved. A postprocessing to compensate
for differential loss induced by radiation has been proposed
and will, in the future, take benefit of spectral measurements.

Next step of Andra qualification procedure is to incorpo-
rate these special fibers into strain sensing cables and run (i)
combined hydrogen-gamma influence test and (ii) another
outdoor test, to evaluate if curvatures or splicing may get
more sensitive than with standard fibers.
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